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1 Introduction

Traditionally, natural language processing tools work like a pipeline with all its advantages and disadvantages. The pipeline starts with raw text and ends with the desired level of processing. The traditional modules are the following:

- Sentence splitter, Tokeniser
- Morphological analyser (MA), Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger
- Noun phrase (NP) chunker, Named-entity recogniser (NER) (shallow parsing)
- Syntactic parser
- Semantic parser
- Information-retrieval, Machine translation, etc.

Due to the simplicity of the pipeline, the individual modules do not need to know anything about the other modules. Thus, traditionally, their testing is performed on a gold standard corpus which is also called reference data, i.e. each module has to produce a perfect output from the perfect input. But in real life, the modules that do not have direct contact with the raw text must handle the accumulated errors of the modules that preceded them in the pipeline, thus their input is far from perfect. However, there are only a few references in the literature on how robust these systems are – as a part of a pipeline – in case of incorrect input.

This fact motivates the question: how could these modules work better together so that they could eliminate potential errors in time, in order to prevent their magnification later in the pipeline? Therefore, in my dissertation I review the freely available Hungarian state-of-the-art methods and I seek solutions to the problems related to their harmonisation.

In Hungarian, simple sentences can be divided into two distinct components. Firstly, there are immediate constituent structures – such as noun phrases – that have strictly bound word order and do not move freely in the sentence. Secondly, there are verb phrases. Among their components, we can find the aforementioned immediate constituent structures as arguments of the verbs. In my dissertation, I discuss these two classes in detail.
2 Methods

The different types of machine learning programs and pattern searching methods used in the dissertation can not yield results without comparison and analysis under standard conditions. Therefore, to evaluate the used programs, I applied the ordinary methodology: precision, recall and their harmonic mean, the so called F-measure. As input and expected output, I used the well-known available corpora.

Texts intended for scientific investigation are available in the form of corpora produced by concerning special criteria. These corpora also contain – mostly automatic – annotation of the texts. Methods based on supervised learning also need reference data which is manually prepared using a predetermined format and procedural order. The cost of such corpora is high because of the need for human resources. In Hungarian, the Szeged Corpus (Csendes et al. 2003) is the only manually annotated corpus available. It contains 70 000 sentences and 1 194 348 tokens. The Szeged Treebank (Vincze et al. 2010) is a variant of the Szeged Corpus which additionally contains dependency relations. In my dissertation I used this corpus as the Hungarian training corpus for maximal NP chunking.

For language modelling, it is enough to collect the largest amount of text possible, since processing does not require human resources. The only criterion for these texts is that they should be in the appropriate language in a normalised form and should form a coherent whole. Thanks to the increasing rate of internet communication, it is now very easy to get texts of different quality systematically from the Internet, so the number of automatically analysed corpora available for Hungarian is increasing (Indig 2018).

In my dissertation, I used two corpora for language modelling. One of them is the first and the second version (2.0.3) of the Hungarian Gigaword Corpus (Oravecz, Váradi, and Sass 2014). The first version contains 187 million and the second version 785 million words (978 million tokens) from various sources (transcripts of spoken texts, cross-border newspapers, legal texts, parliamentary diaries, etc.). The second corpus is the Pázmány Corpus (Endrédy 2016). It is entirely made of texts collected from the Internet and contains 1.2 billion words.

The dissertation presents measurements performed on the InfoRádió Corpus which contains only edited short news in the form of one or more sentence long utterances. With its 2 million words, it is a small domain-specific corpus which is a prototype of texts of the ideal input for the text analyser model presented in the dissertation. For the task of English arbitrary phrase chunking, I used the CoNLL-2000 corpus (Tjong Kim Sang and Buchholz 2000) as the gold standard, consisting of 259 104 tokens.
3 New scientific results

In my dissertation, I presented the natural language processing pipeline that is currently used for Hungarian. The pipeline architecture has many advantages and disadvantages. Nowadays, along with the long-known benefits, the disadvantages are slowly coming to light. Each module has contact only with the neighbouring modules so their input and output can vary greatly. As there are now many tools available to solve a given task, it is necessary to standardize and investigate their cooperation.

I have outlined the conditions necessary for the functioning of the ecosystems of such modules. I presented the requirements and expectations of the psycholinguistically motivated text analysis model, called AnaGramma framework, which I developed aiming at creating a computer-based text analysis model similar to a human analyser. The further goal of AnaGramma is to eliminate errors from the pipeline architecture which are magnified at the end of the pipeline and make the result unusable. The analytical system I have produced is inherently parallel, i.e. all modules work together and help each other to fix errors during operation. In the dissertation, I reviewed the procedures for the aforementioned model architecture. In Hungarian, noun phrases have been a good starting point because of the tight order of the elements in them, as well as their important role as arguments of verbs in a sentence. Thus, the dissertation is based on the harmony of these two groups.

Theses presented in my dissertation can be divided into four groups. From the state-of-the-art method of identifying noun phrases, through the various common properties of sequential labelling, I arrive methodically to the analysis of n-gram models to introduce the novel application of corpus samples needed for the text analyser framework. Subsequently, after examining the identification of noun phrases as verb arguments, I study the method of linking existing resources and transferring language-independent information to make the identification of verb frames more precise. Finally, I describe the architecture of the analyser framework and I present two explored and handled linguistic phenomena.

I. Automatic identification of noun phrases

In the first group of my theses, I focused on the task of maximal noun phrase chunking. I have examined the state-of-the-art methods currently used for Hungarian and English in order to understand how they could be used in the architecture of the text analyser framework. I wanted to adapt the English-language state-of-the-art method (Shen and Sarkar 2005) – its main contribution is per-
formance gain achieved by the simple majority voting on different IOB representations of the corpus trained and tagged by relying on the strengths of the individual representations – to Hungarian. However, during the reproduction of the English method it was found that the gain obtained by voting between the different IOB representations resulted from measurement error and was an artefact. Thus, the best method in English was not applicable to Hungarian since the result achieved with it is not real.

**Thesis 1.** *I have shown by measurements that contrary to the statement in the literature, voting between different IOB-representations does not improve the quality of the English noun phrase identification task significantly.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [3]

After that, during the examination of the state-of-the-art method for maximum NP chunking for Hungarian (Recski and Varga 2012), I discovered that the state-of-the-art method uses only the bigram transition model, as it has its origins in the method of Hungarian named-entity recognition. I have verified by measurements that the results of the model can be improved using a trigram transition model.

**Thesis 2.** *Using the HunTag3 program that I developed, I have verified (together with a co-author) that using trigrams can improve the results compared to bigrams in the task of Hungarian maximal noun phrase identification.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [8]

**II. Lexicalisation methods**

In the second group of theses, based on my investigations on the task of NP chunking, I recognised that sequential labelling tasks differ in many features but they also have many in common. This observation helped me in the design of the architecture of the text analysis framework. Therefore, I began to work on methods that are commonly applicable to all sequential labelling tasks which have the common property of handling text strictly left to right, just like the human parser. I used these methods to improve my existing results. In connection with this, I presented the inner-workings and the effect of the lexicalisation methods I examined.

**Thesis 3.** *I created a new, general lexicalisation method for sequential labelling, and its first application helped to improve the task of identification of arbitrary phrases.*
Publications supporting the thesis: [2, 3]

By using the lexicalisation method which I invented and the determination and application of the optimal threshold, I have improved the performance of the state-of-the-art method in arbitrary phrase chunking in English.

**Thesis 4.** *The method that I developed for the English noun phrase identification task outperforms verifiably the currently known methods according to the F-measure metric.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [2, 3]

Consequently, it can be stated that greater precision can be achieved with a finer classification and where precision is the goal, my method can improve the results. Therefore, I thought it was important to examine whether the converter during the conversion to different IOB representations and the tagger during testing can maintain the well-formedness of the parentheses of the output label sequences or not. To measure this, I developed a metric that I applied in practice to the task of English arbitrary phrase chunking.

**Thesis 5.** *I developed a parenthesis method which acts as a metric in order to rank the different methods for the labelling task by quality.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [2, 3]

### III. Linking resources

Since the maximal noun phrases function as verb arguments in the sentence, I examined the available verb frame resources in Hungarian (Indig, Vadász, and Kalivoda 2017; Kalivoda 2016; Kornai, Nemeskey, and Recski 2016; Sass 2015; Sass et al. 2010). During my investigations, I did not find any semantic information in the verb frame resources which would help one to further refine the classification of nouns. I adapted the notion of Linked Data\(^1\) and described the resource-related version of the method. I also presented some examples of linked resources in English (Prószéky, Miháltz, and Kuti 2013; Vossen et al. 1998). After that, my goal was to link the bilingual Hungarian-English MetaMorpho database (Prószéky, Tihanyi, and Ugray 2004) with the English VerbIndex database (Loper, Yi, and Palmer 2007) in order to automatically translate a language-independent semantic annotation from the much richer information of VerbIndex into the MetaMorpho database.

\(^1\)http://linkeddata.org/
Thesis 6. *I created an automatic method for linking the parallel verb frames with 1-, 2- and 3 arguments, which resulted in the successful transfer of appropriate thematic roles from English to Hungarian.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [11, 12, 4, 22]

As a part of the interconnection, the two ontologies describing the constraints of the elements in each resource had to be harmonised. I created the interoperability between the two resources with a unified ontology containing bridging concepts.

Thesis 7. *I created an ontology that links the verb frame descriptions of the Hungarian MetaMorpho with the syntactic and semantic categories of the English VerbIndex.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [11, 12, 4]

Based on existing information, an interconnection could be established between Hungarian and English WordNets as well. I have also put these links in place to improve the quality, but they have not proved to be appropriate to the task.

Thesis 8. *I demonstrated by measurement that the inclusion of the Hungarian and English WordNets can not improve the quality of the aforementioned ontology.*

Publications supporting the thesis: [11, 12, 4]

After all, I have successfully transmitted semantic information in high quality to a fairly well-organized subclass of verb frames by automatic means, which opened up further classification options.

IV. The architecture of the psycholinguistically motivated text analysing system

Following the lessons learned from the various linguistic phenomena, I presented the practical operation of the AnaGramma text analyzer, also from the aspects of the implementation. I defined the window used for handling language phenomena, the idea of which comes from the two phase parsing model called *Sausage Machine* (Frazier and Fodor 1978). The window – which corresponds to the first PPP phase of the *Sausage Machine* – and the search methods defined therein provide an efficient solution to the task of left-to-right analysis, in a similar manner to that assumed in case of human readers.
Thesis 9. I created the foundations of a new approach (the so-called window-based text analysis model) – for which the theory was developed together with a co-author – which enables the Hungarian input text to be processed efficiently and similarly to human processing, from left to right.

Publications supporting the thesis: [14, 5, 21, 34, 25, 26]

I have described the handling of the unmarked (nominative) and the marked (-nAk suffixed) possessive structures (Bánréti et al. 1992) using the aforementioned window.

In the first phase of the two-phased sentence analysis, a case disambiguation of nouns with zero case marking is performed using the lookahead window which clarifies the role of the nouns in the sentence. We have to decide whether the noun is a possible candidate for a possible nominative case or the possessor of a possible unmarked possessive structure. In the supply-and-demand framework, the possessed noun will be the one indicating demand for a possessor, which becomes a possessive edge between the possessed and the possessor when a supplied possessor is found.

Thesis 10. I created an algorithm for disambiguating unmarked grammatical cases (for example, an effective real-time disambiguation of the Hungarian possessive structure and the subject), which theory was developed with a co-author.

Publications supporting the thesis: [5, 21, 25]

Based on corpus measurements, it is also possible to use the supposed two token long analysis window within the framework of the AnaGramma text analyser system to create the edges between the finite verb and its preverb and the infinite verb and the finite verb. Using the pool and the window, the VFrame search engine connects the verbal elements (finite and infinite verbs) and their preverbs correctly in the sentence.

Thesis 11. I created the VFrame procedure – for which the theory was developed together with a co-author – which enabled the discovery of the correct preverb for the finite verb knowing the distribution patterns of the possible preverbs and helped to filter the possible verb frames.

Publications supporting the thesis: [14, 26, 27]

The introduced methods performed equally well, in the context of precision and recall.
4 Applications

The presented results are not widely applied due to their freshness, but the results of the noun phrase chunking and sequential labelling tasks have attracted great interest at international conferences. I believe that the results currently examined only in English can be adapted to Hungarian and some other agglutinating languages with some minor changes.

One of them could be the incorporation of the annotation marking of the border of NPs and other phrases with the existing part-of-speech tagger methods to be able to run the two tasks in parallel. The presented mild lexicalisation can be applied to various tasks beyond the ones presented in the dissertation. The application of the metric developed for checking well-formedness can save researchers from some inconvenience in all sequential tagging tasks in the future.

My theoretical results on linked resources can also be useful for those who are planning similar resource linking. It can be seen that in the system a number of errors can be made by humans due to the predominance of rule-based components, therefore, one should consider my experience before starting another similar project. One can see from my measurements that the current rule-based and statistical resources are not yet usable in combination. We are better off using only the rule-based systems for the presented task.

The presented work can be applied for example to create quality resources that contain valuable semantic information and enable high-precision semantic analysis. These resources can be the basis of various theoretical linguistic research.

Indeed, I have already applied this result in the module of connecting the right preverb–verb pairs in the presented parsing model. This application can be an example for researchers on the field of computational linguistics. A long-term goal could be the transformation of the language-agnostic information in a reliable way to Hungarian by using the presented ontologies, but with the fast evolution of the neural networks WordNet and other similar hand-made resources is shadowed in favour of the statistically well-founded resources, therefore there are doubts in their long term usability.

When designing the AnaGramma text analyser architecture, I used my former results presented in my dissertation. The theoretical significance of these results contributed greatly to the newly emerging results. The results described in the last chapter are also important for theoretical linguistics. Their application in psycholinguistic research can be expected as well.
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